For Immediate Release

VMAC expands options for its RAPTAIR Multifunction
Diesel Drive Power Systems
NANAIMO,BC  APRIL 6, 2016  VMAC announced it has added a new option to its
popular line of compact and powerful 6in1, RAPTAIRMF Modular Multifunction Diesel
Driven Systems power system.
The 6in1 RAPTAIRMF Modular Multifunction system is a standalone unit that is
powered by a Kubota diesel engine. It is 25% smaller and lighter than competitive
products, allowing it to be skidmounted and moved easily, or easily fit on the side pack
of a service body, leaving the bed free for cargo and tools. It allows the truck engine to
be turned off while working, and weighs 200 lbs less than competitive products, which
saves 4% in fuel*.
For applications that don't require a welder, the RAPTAIRMF can now be ordered with
only a generator and a rotary screw air compressor. This gives mechanics a truly
customizable power solution, in the combination that best suits their needs.
All combinations include a VMAC 45 cfm 100% duty cycle rotary screw air compressor
and the following choices:
10.2kW continuous AC Generator
8kW continuous AC generator, 300A DC Welder, 1248v Battery
Booster/Charger
PTO Port, with optional Hydraulic Pump
Cold Climate Kit
"Adding the new generatorair compressor option package to our RAPTAIRMF
Multifunction system is the last step in true customization for this product," says Tod
Gilbert, VMAC VP Product Development. "We are constantly striving to exceed our
customers' needs and this package ensures we can deliver the most compact, powerful
solution available."
For more information on specifications visit the Multifunction product page.
*According the Environmental Protection Agency, each 100lbs of additional load weight on a vehicle
adds 2% fuel consumption.
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About VMAC
VMAC engineers and manufactures compact, powerful compressed air solutions for
clients in the mobile mechanic, tire service, utilities, mining and gas, and construction
industries. Established in 1986 VMAC has grown into the worldwide leader in
manufacturing truck mounted mobile air compressor systems. These award winning
systems use less space, are lightweight and powerful. VMAC is one of only a few
companies in North America that completely manufactures its own rotary screw
compressors, and also designs custom solutions for multinational OEM clients. VMAC
has won multiple awards including "75 Best Workplaces in Canada" and the "B.C.
Exporter of the Year award".
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